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culation by Scalapino and Marcus. " A more com-
plete understanding of H» and its inherent limita-
tions should now be possible using the "first-prin-

ciples techniques" of Duke, IQeiman, and Stake-
lon.

A typical result of this theory is shown in Fig. l.
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The interaction of point-contact Josephson-junction arrays with electromagnetic fields, both
self-generated and externally applied, is considered. Data are presented which suggest that such
point-contact arrays can enter a "correlated" state in which the voltage drops at eacn of the junctions
across the array equal the Josephson value F coo/2e or some multiple or submultiple of this value. The
use of these and other types of weak-link arrays as radiation detectors is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some years ago, Zimmer' reported the interac-
tion of microwaves with superconducting tin films
deposited on a rutile substrate and situated in a
microwave cavity. The response of one or two of
his samples appeared to follow that expected for a
single Josephson weak link placed in a microwave
cavity. It seems likely that these particular film
samples were thin enough to be partially agglom-
erated. Zimmer interpreted his results in terms
of a "granular" film 3 consisting of a kind of ran-
dom array of weak links formed where the agglom-
erates of tin touched one another. Zimmer's data
suggested that a large number of Josephson weak
links connected by superconducting paths could be
coupled together coherently. Similar behavior has
been noted recently by Saxena et al. and Warman
et al. for compressed superconducting powders.
With the advantage of hindsight, it seems that
Zimmer's granular film, situated as it was in a
region of intense E field in a microwave cavity,
was forced into over-all synchronization by the
applied electromagnetic field. As Andersone has
stressed, the Josephson relationship between
chemical potential and frequency is perfectly gen-

eral, no matter what the particular physical pro-
cess by which the relative phase changes with time.
To restate Anderson's opinion, there appears to
be no physical reason why almost any such motion
should not be forced into essentially perfect syn-
chronization, given a large enough applied sig-
nal. ~ ' On the assumption that such a situation
could exist in Zimmer's films, we proposed what,
in some respects, formed a model of a granular
superconductor. ~~ Our model system was based on
the bubble-raft principle. ~' We chose to make ar-
rays of uniform-diameter superconducting spheres,
anticipating that where the spheres touched, Jo-
sephson weak links of very small cross-sectional
area would be formed. Thi.s aoowed es to make
large numbers of weak links in a very simyle way.
Also, it appeared that planar arrays, at least,
could easily be coupled to external xnicrowave
fields. All our experiments involving the interac-
tion of arrays with electroznagnetic fields, whether
self-generated or applied, were performed on
planar arrays of 1-mm-diam tin or niobium
spheres.

Experimentally, synchronization of single
Josephson weak links has been found to dominate
over fluctuations at very low power levels.
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Both from our own observations and according to
Taylor, ' microwave-induced current steps have
been observed in the I-vs- V curves of point-con-
tact junctions when irradiated with as little as 10
W of X-band radiation (E-2x10 4 V/cm), as mea-
sured at the top of the cryostat waveguide.

As an antenna system, two touching spheres ap-
proximate quite closely to an infinite biconical
antenna with infinitely variable cone angle.
Consequently, touching spheres should serve as
a relatively efficient structure for launching a TE
wave from a very low-impedance source such as a
Josephson point-contact junction. ~~ The field dis-
tributions in the vicinity of a planar array of
touching spheres are obviously more complicated
than for a simple biconical antenna. However, to
obtain an order-of-magnitude value for the field
strength, we can take the simplest case of one
junction radiating into free space. According to
the literature, point-contact junctions can, when
situated in a resonant cavity and voltage-biased
close to a cavity resonance frequency, radiate
10 ' -10 W of microwave power. In the case of
a point-contact junction formed between two touch-
ing spheres it seems reasonable to assume that the
aperture width L for the antenna system is approx-
imately the sphere diameter d. Hence, even for
emitted radiation with a free-space wavelength X

as short as 1 mm, another receiving antenna with-
in a distance of 0. 5 mm, equal to the lattice spac-
ing for a close-packed array of 1-mm spheres,
will still be well within the near-field region of
the first antenna (conventionally taken equal to
2L /A. ~). At this distance and for the radiated
power levels mentioned above, the maximum E-
field strength turns out to be - 1x10- V/cm, ~'~9

well in excess of the microwave field required to
synchronize a single point-contact junction when
situated in a waveguide. It appears, therefore,
that two or more point-contact junctions, coupled
to the same cavity mode, and placed within dis-
tances 1 mm of one another should interact
strongly enough to mutually synchronize their re-
spective phase-time motions. A regular planar
array of touching superconducting spheres may be
self-resonant, 0 i.e. , the array may have internal
modes of oscillation due to its spatial periodicity.
Conceptually, however, the interaction of an array
of radiating point-contact junctions with an exter-
nal cavity is easier to handle. For either case,
the presence of a suitable resonant structure will
serve to enhance radiative feedback and hence self-
synchronization of the array. With an external
cavity available, the radiation from one junction
can be fed to all the other junctions in the array
via the cavity. In such a point-contact array it
is highly improbable that the normal-state resis-
tances of the contact regions between the spheres

should all be the same. However, if the array is
fed from a single voltage source, through plane
parallel electrodes at each end of the array, there
should be a tendency for all the dc voltages across
the individual junctions in the array to be pulled to
the same value. The degree of voltage pulling
will, of course, depend on the strength of the radi-
ation fields and the degree of feedback.

Tilley has developed a theory for arrays of
superconducting weak links. In this theory it is
assumed that self-synchronization of an array can
occur through the interaction of the array with the
common radiation field in the cavity T.his self-
synchronization process, which must be strongest
near to a cavity resonance, acts so as to make the
voltage drops across all the weak links the same.
Tilley chose the simplest possible model of an ar-
ray, namely, M junctions in series, connected by
bulk superconducting paths, fed from a single volt-
age source, and interacting with a single external
cavity mode. The current J passing through each
weak link is the same but the normal-state conduc-
tivity and coupling to the radiation field are as-
sumed to vary from weak link to weak link.

Tilley assumed that there are two distinct states
in which the array can find itself. It can be in
what we shall call an "uncorrelated" state, in
which each weak link in the array has its own
unique dc voltage V and interacts with its own pho-
ton of frequency ~ = 2e V/h; On the other hand, the
array can find itself in a "correlated" state, in
which all the dc voltages are equal to the Joseph-
son value Vo= Coo/2e or some multiple or submul-
tiple of this value. We shall refer to an array in
this state as being in the single-frequency condi-
tion. In this state the weak links interact with a
common radiation field.

For an array operating in the single-frequency
condition, Tilley predicts that the photon density n
in the cavity is given by

n = G'/[(n —(o)'+ I'],
where ~/2e is the dc bias across any weak link
(g= 1), 0 is the cavity resonance frequency, I' is
the cavity linewidth, and Gdescribesthe coupling of
the array to the common radiation field.

In terms of the relative pair phase @, radia-
tion phase a, and coupling constant g to the
radiation field at each weak link (m = 1 to M) in the
array, G is given by the expression

G'=Kg„'+ Z g g' cos[(y —o ) —(y' —u')],

with Q -a determined self-consistently by

sin(y„—n„) =[J-S ((o)]/2g n'f' .
Here, S„(~) represents the quasiparticle back-
ground current.
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The main features of the theory become much
more apparent when all the weak links in the ar-
ray are taken to be identical. Then S =5, g =g,
and from Eq. (3), all the p ct-terms will be the
same. This leads directly to

G=Mg

n = M'g '/[(fl -~)'+ I'],
and the Hamiltonian for the system is given by

(4)

—MZ'(n —~) 2M'Z'r r
(0 —(u) +F (0 —a)) +I' A—

(6)
As Tilley points out n~M is the super-radiant
property' '~ of M coherent radiators. In this

super- radiant" state )H' ) ~ M, which suggests
that such a state should be favored over the uncor-
related state (where 1H'I ~ M) for reasonably large
variations in the properties of the weak links com-
prising the array. For very large M~ 4 ~ (~ 108),
gross differences between individual weak links
should prove tolerable. One interesting feature of
this theory is that for a linear array, super-radi-
ance can occur for any values of z, the supercon-
ducting phase difference Q simply adjusts to en-
sure that the supercurrent is feeding maximum
power into the cavity mode at each weak link.
However, in two- (or three-) dimensional arrays
there are obviously more restrictions on the modes
that can be excited.

In the super-radiant state the array behaves es-
sentially as a single weak link, with a coupling
constant to the common radiation field of G = M g,
and a supercurrent versus voltage characteristic
that is scaled up in voltage by the number of weak
links M, across the array between the electrodes.
For nonidentical weak links this scaling factor
will still occur, but the interference terms in Eq.
(2) will act to reduce both G and n

An alternative model for a "coherent" state in
weak-link arrays, in which the whole array be-
haves like a single weak link, has been proposed by
Rosenblatt and his co-workers. They propose
that such an array may, at a certain temperature
(less than the critical temperature T, for the "bulk"
grains making up the array), undergo a transition
from a resistive state, caused by a phase slip, to
a truly resistanceless state. They postulate that
this "coherence" transition, brought about by
phase ordering within the array, is the exact ana-
log of the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition
in the Ising model. As would be expected from a
restricted analysis based on the Ising model, over-
all phase coherence is not predicted for linear ar-
rays. This model is an appealing one, at least for
the dc (&o = 0) state, but the experimental data do
not 4 5 seem to demonstrate adequately the exis-

tence of this state. In particular, for the resis-
tance-versus-temperature transitions, it should be
noted that neither the Rosenblatt-group data nor
ours' ' ' were derived from genuinely four-termi-
nal measurements. It is therefore difficult to dis-
cuss in a meaningful way a truly resistanceless
state. Also the anomalously low transition tem-
peratures recorded for Nb and Ta arrays may well
be due to the effects of impurities in the contact
regions.

The analogy with spin-ordered systems may
provide a basis for the theoretical investigation of
weak-link arrays at finite voltages. On the Rosen-
blatt model, the lowest-energy excitations from
the ground state of an array of weak links could
conceivably be "phase-wave" excitations by analo-
gy with spin waves in ferromagnetic systems.

The data presented in this paper show that under
suitable cir cumstances point-contact Josephson-
junction arrays of the type discussed above can
enter a single frequency, presumably super-radi-
ant, state in which all the Josephson junctions in
the array oscillate at the same frequency and in
phase with one another. Thus, in Sec. IV we de-
scribe the manner in which a point-contact junc-
tion array can be made to self-synchronize by in-
teraction with an external electromagnetic cavity
The alternative method of collectively synchroniz-
ing point-contact arrays, by application of an ex-
ternal rf field, is described in Sec. VI. In both
cases it appears that the array acts in a very simi-
lar fashion to a single junction except that the
voltage at which a self-induced or rf-driven cur-
rent step occurs changes from K&u/2e to MPH'/2e,
where M is the number of junctions across the ar-
ray between the electrodes. This is, of course,
just the condition for super-radiance proposed by
Ti lley. 2~

II. FABRICATION OF WEAK-LINK ARRAYS

Ideally, it would have been best to start experi-
mental work on carefully defined thin-film micro-
bridge arrays. However at the time we started our
investigations neither the technology nor the
money were available to initiate a development pro-
gram on microbridge arrays. We therefore kept
to sphere arrays, which could be arranged in one,
two, or three dimensions. Whatever the dimen-
sionality of the array, a rigid support structure
and mechanically adjustable electrodes were al-
ways required. For electromagnetic studies, at
least, the support structure needed to be reason-
ably transparent in the far-infrared and micro-
wave regions of the spectrum.

Our early studies were performed on two- and
three-dimensional arrays of spheres mounted in
structures machined out of lucite. Considerable
improvements were subsequently made in the de-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a bvo-dimensional array in its
mounting structure.

sign and construction of mounting structures, but,
in general, there were always some small imper-
fections in the array. From Tilley's analysis it
appears that provided there is a continuous super-
conducting path connecting all the weak links in the
array, the superconducting phase Q„can adjust to
ensure a maximum array correlation energy. A

small cumber of imperfections is probably accept-
able. Presumably, in real two- or three-dimen-
sional arrays an open circuit between two spheres
is simply bypassed. Also any large area contact
between two spheres (i.e. , a strongly coupled
linkage) should function as a bulk superconductor.
Although we cannot expect such contacts to take
part in radiative processes, they can still serve to
carry the phase information to the "active" con-
tacts.

Electrical contact was made by means of plane
parallel brass electrodes. In general, the elec-
trodes were either silver or gold plated, gold being
favored over silver for its resistance to atmo-
spheric corrosion. One of the electrodes could be
mechanically adjusted by means of a screw. This
allowed the force on the array to be changed, and
hence its resistance to be varied. Later versions
of this two-dimensional array holder incorporated
a spring mounted adjustable electrode, depicted
schematically in Fig. 1.

The electrical measurements made on these ar-
rays were not properly four terminal. However,
the errors involved were small. The series resis-
tance between the electrical leads at each end of

the array holder and the end faces of the electrodes
was negligible (& 1 p, A at room temperature). The
only other series resistance involved is the contact
resistance between the line of spheres adjacent to
each electrode and the electrode itself. This re-
sistance could not be avoided without using super-
conducting electrodes. At the time we were con-
cerned with the properties of the weak links within
the array itself; we did not want any confusion to
arise from weak links formed at the electrodes.
We therefore decided to use normal electrodes of
brass. With the electrodes gold plated the contact
resistance usually amounted to only a few percent
(or less) of the normal-state resistance of the ar-
ray. In microwave experiments on niobium-sphere
arrays we were looking for constant-voltage cur-
rent steps in the I-vs- V characteristic, and finally
hit upon the solution of cladding the electrodes with
a 1-mm thickness of tin or solder. When machined
flat these "hybrids" made perfectly good elec-
trodes. Furthermore, the tin or solder was so
much softer than the niobium that relatively very
large area contacts were made between the niobium
spheres and the electrodes. This virtually elimi-
nated the contact resistance problem.

The two-dimensional array holder was ma-
chined so that it was just large enough to allow an
integral number of spheres, usually ten, to be con-
tained across its width. The tin spheres used in
the early experiments showed a variation in diam-
eter of a few percent, so an absolutely accurate
fit of the array to the array holder was not possi-
ble. In the later microwave experiments involving
niobium-sphere arrays we were able to achieve a
uniformity of 5 gm on 1 mm by careful selection
of the spheres.

Although Tilley chose a linear array as his mod-
el system, a~ experimentally it is not the easiest
of systems to get results from-at least for a rea-
sonable long array of, say, ten spheres. Firstly,
any open circuit stops the experiment completely.
We found this occurred very frequently. We con-
cluded that the trouble arose from the slight non-
uniformity in the diameters of the tin spheres.
The internal diameter of the tube holding the array
has to be large enough to accommodate the largest
of the tin spheres. Under pressure, the smaller
spheres tend to ride up on the larger ones. This
often led to the spheres jamming in the tube. In
this situation the array was frequently found to be
an open circuit. A two-dimensional array has
more "give." With one electrode moveable, the
array can rotate its axes slightly to accommodate
any small differences in the diameters of the
spheres and slight inaccuracies in the machining
of the array holder. In practice, we found two-
(and three-} dimensional arrays far easier to work
with than linear arrays.
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For the far-infrared experiments we chose
PTFE as the material for the mounting structure.
This is more transparent in the far-infrared and
microwave region of the spectrum than Perspex. ~9

It is also harder and better to machine than ordi-
nary polythene. We later came upon "Epibond"
which is a much superior material for the con-
struction of array holders. It has a coefficient of
expansion close to that for stainless steel (i.e. ,
will match the contraction of the spheres quite
accurately}, is reasonably transparent to micro-
waves (10-120 6Hz in frequency), and machines
very well.

Except for the microwave experiments described
in Sec. VI, all adjustments of array resistance
were carried out either at room or liquid-nitrogen
temperatures, but not jn gitN, in the helium bath.
We aimed at array resistances -1 0 at helium tern-
peratures. Arrays with approximately this resis-
tance were found to possess reasonable critical
currents at low reduced temperatures (-few hun-
dred pA). They were also of high enough resis-
tance to be measured by our derivative plotter.
Specimens with resistances much less than 1 0
saturated the operational amplifiers used in the
plotter, and so were not accessible to measure-
ment.

III. dc PROPERTIES

Close-packed arrays of Sn-Sn contacts (both two
and three dimensional) follow the AB curve for a
symmetric junction fairly accurately but the cur-
rent at a given temperature is always slightly more
than the predicted value. Since the spheres ap-
pear to consist of large crystals of tin the observed
excess current may be due to gap anisotropy in the
tin. 3~ According to Ambegaokar and Baratoff, any
inequality (i.e. , anisotropy) in the energy gaps of
the superconducting materials on each side of the
tunnel barrier will show up as a positive deviation
from the J-vs-T curve for a symmetric junction.
Thus for a large ensemble of weak links, formed
by superconducting tin spheres in contact, any gap
anisotropy in the tin will presumably produce
small positive deviations from the theoretical J-
vs- T curve of the simple AB theory.

The normalized experimental curves are shown
in Fig. 2 together with the theoretical curves ap-
proximating to the Sn-Sn contact (&q= &2) and the
Sn-Pb contact (&,= 0.4&,).

In the normal state (i.e. , for tin arrays, T
& 3.72 K) the current-voltage characteristic is lin-
ear, at least up to 100-mV bias voltage. Imme-
diately below T, (bulk) "excess" currents appear-
the current-voltage curve becomes convex upwards.
The magnitude of these excess currents increases
as the temperature decreases below T,. Self-in-

The dc properties of arrays of tin spheres have
been discussed in some detail in earlier publica-
tions. '0 7 43 All tin arrays showed a resistance-
versus-temperature transition starting at the bulk
critical temperature T, for tin (= 3.72 K). A broad
exponential tailing region was always observed be-
low T,. The tailing region was attributed to ther-
mally activated phase slippage in the junctions
making up the array. The measured voltage at
fixed measuring current appeared in every case to
merge continuously into the noise. Careful exami-
nation of these resistive transition curves revealed
that the top end of the curve, approaching T, from
above, was slightly rounded off. This effect was
believed to be due to bulk superconducting fluctua-
tions in the contact regions between the spheres. ~

We measured the critical current as a function
of temperature for Sn-Sn and Sn-Pb single con-
tacts; also for two- and three-dimensional arrays
of tin spheres. The diameter of the spheres used
was in most cases 1 mm. We observed that weak-
ly coupled Sn-Sn and Sn-Pb contacts (ff„ from 0. 1
to 1 0}follow the theoretical calculation of Am-
begaokar and Baratoff~o (AB) quite closely. In par-
ticular the two types of contact show completely
dissimilar behavior near the transition tempera-
ture of the tin. J(Sn-Sn) approaches T, linearly
while the slope of Z(Sn-Pb) becomes essentially in-
finite at T, (Sn), as predicted by the AB theory.
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FIG. 2. Normalized zero-voltage supercurrent-vs-
temperature plots for single Sn-Sn and Pb-Sn point-con-
tact junctions and for various two- and three-dimensional
(cylindrical) sphere arrays. Full curves are calculated
from the Ambegaokar-Baratoff theory (Ref. 30) for
various ratios of the energy gaps 4& and Q.
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FIG. 3. Variation of the differential conductance of a
10 ~ 10 array of 1-mm Sn spheres at zero bias voltage
as a function of magnetic field; dI/dV scale in arbitrary
units.

duced structure does not appear in the character-
istic until typically T~ 3. 5 K. The existence of
excess dc in single-point-contact junctions is well
known and is associated with the presence of ac
Josephson currents in such junctions. s ~ '3 With
regard to excess currents, the array I-vs-V
curves appear to be scaled up in voltage (compared
to a single contact} by the order of the number of
contacts across the array between the electrodes.
For cylindrical arrays of 1-mm tin spheres (ap-
proximately 9 cm long and 0. 5 cm in diameter)
excess currents usually continue out to at least
0. 5 V, and for some arrays these currents could
be seen at bias voltages of more than 1 V.

Applied magnetic fields spatially modulate the
phase of the supercurrents flowing in an inter-
ferometer loop consisting of two or more junctions
in parallel. ~s The smallest loop (or hole) in a
close-packed planar array of 1-mm spheres is
formed between three spheres in contact. This
corresponds to a magnetic field periodicity nH for
the loop supercurrent of —5&& 10 4 G. It seems rea-
sonable to assume that the maximum zero-voltage
current has one period for the field change required
to add one quantum of flux through each hole. Also
there will be other faster oscillations related to the
larger areas of the array (i.e. , one periodicity for
the flux through one hole, and one related to the
flux through a line of holes}.

With the available magnetic shielding we were
not able to observe the small periodicities 10 G.
Instead, we had to be content with measuring the
slow period due to the magnetic flux threading the
contact regions. We monitored the critical cur-
rent or dynamic conductance of a close-packed
planar array of 1-mm tin spheres as a function of
a magnetic field applied normal to the plane of the
array.

Figure 3 shows a typical set of results for this

field measurement. The periodic variation of the
dynamic conductance with applied magnetic field
can clearly be seen. The zero-voltage supercur-
rent (or dynamic conductance dI/dV) does not fall
to zero in the region of the minima. Such shallow
field modulation of the critical current is quite
typical of point cont acts ~~ .Each contact may con-
tain several weak-link bridges with an enclosed
area for flux between them. However, we ob-
served no field modulation of I, which could be at-
tributed to multiple linkages in the contacts.

The field periodicity extrapolated to T= 0 K is
155 G. This corresponds to an enclosed area for
flux of -10 9 cm~ per contact; that is, if we assume
that the (dI/dV}„.d vs Hc-urv-e represents an aver
aged-out pattern for all the Josephson point-con-
tact junctions in the array. For some arrays, field
periodicities as large as 250 G were recorded.
The field-modulation curves cut short at the criti-
cal field (H,) of the bulk tin. This is due to the tin
spheres themselves going normal. H (cutoff)
shows the usual

H, =Hd(1 —t )

dependence, where Hd =H, at T= 0 K and t= T/T, .
From our data, H (cutoff) at T = 0 K, extrapolated
from the higher-temperature values, is 302. 8 G,
close to the bulk critical-field value for tin.

The zero-temperature value of the magnetic field
penetration depth X in tin is 510 A. The contact
region is, however, very disordered and from our
measurements of fluctuation effects in arrays of tin
spheres above T, (bulk), we estimate the electron-
ic mean free path l, in the contact region to be
&10 A. Since X varies with i'„37 it appears that we
should take X„,t t 2kb yg 1000 A The enclosed
area for flux in the contact region -2X x (width of
contact). From the maximum field periodicity of

I, we estimate the contact regions to be 0.4 p,m .
This seems to be about the right size for weak-
link systems.

IV. ac PROPERTIES OF POINT-CONTACT ARRAYS:
SELF-SYNCHRONIZATION

Given enough care, a single point contact in a
cavity can be made to feed back on itself to produce
current peaks in its current-voltage characteris-
tic. These current peaks will occur at certain
discrete voltages corresponding to the resonances
of the cavity. When the junction is current fed the
peaks are seen as "shouldered" steps. With weak-
er coupling between cavity and junction (or more
power dissipation) the steps smear out and become
no more than bumps on a rising current back-
ground. This is, of course, what we would expect
for a Lorentzian curve of small amplitude super-
imposed on the current-voltage characteristic.
When microwave radiation of sufficient intensity,
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and at a frequency w close to that of the cavity
resonance, is fed into the cavity, the junction-
cavity system can be forced to oscillate at the fre-
quency of the applied microwaves. The current
step in the I-vs-V curve of the junction is pulled in
voltage to the value V= Ku/2e by the applied micro-
wave field. Structure similar to that found for
single junctions in cavities was always observed in
the current-voltage characteristics of arrays of
weak links, both with and without a well-defined
resonant cavity present. This structure, which
was assumed to arise from the nonlinear interac-
tion of the array with its own radiation field, was
subsequently identified with the existence of a
single-frequency super -radiant state, The data
presented in this section appear to justify this as-
sumption.

Figure 4 shows an example of self-induced struc-
ture without an obvious resonant cavity. Most of
the structure in this I-vs-V curve is easy to dis-
cern. The square array, which consisted of a
5x5 plane of 1-mm niobium spheres, was mounted
in a holder made of Epibond and fused quartz. The
whole system, array plus holder, was situated in-
side an X-band waveguide, as depicted in Fig. 4.

There are forty possible weak-link contacts in
the array (including those parallel to the elec-
trodes) so it seems unlikely that they are all being
driven normal independently at different values of
the bias current. If this were the case, the cur-
rent-voltage characteristic would look far more
complicated than it in fact does. In our experi-
ence, most single point-contact junctions show a
fairly sharp transition from the superconducting to
the resistive superconducting state. Accordingly,
an "uncorrelated" array should show many distinct
switching regions, one for each independent contact
going resistive. This does not seem to be the case
in Fig. 4. Large superconducting contacts (with

I, 's» 1 mA) display pronounced switching behavior,
often accompanied by hysteresis. 3 This is often
seen in the characteristics of arrays which have

been subjected to considerable pressure (I, 's
»1 mA). However, in Fig. 4 there is no switch-
ing behavior nor is there any sign of hysteresis.
Most probably the structure arises from the weak
interaction of the whole array with some resonant
structure. Whether the resonances are internal,
due to the periodicity of the array, or external,
is a matter of conjecture. Certainly, with such
large areas for enclosed flux between the junctions
in the array, we do not consider that the observed
structure can be associated with the low-voltage
structure mentioned by Clarke and Fulton. e This
arises out of self-field effects in multiply con-
nected junctions.

Invoking the single-frequency argument and
assuming that there are four active junctions, we
list in Fig. 4 the Josephson ac frequency and radi-
ated free-space wavelength for each junction in the
array We .postulate that the structure is causedby
weak feedback from the array holder which pre-
sumably can act as a low-Q parallel-plate reso-
nator. The dimensions of the array holder are in-
cluded in Fig. 4. The high-voltage "harmonic"
structure is smeared out considerably compared
with the lower voltage structure. This feature is
to be expected if the structure is cavity induced.
Certainly most of the arrays we looked at showed
this behavior.

When the array was placed centrally in a Fabry-
Perot cavity so that the feedback was intentional,
shouldered peaks were always seen. These usually
formed easily recognizable harmonic and subhar-
monic series. An example of this behavior is
shown in Fig. 5, for a close-packed planar array
of 1-mm tin spheres. The first derivative (dI/dV
vs V) is taken to make the structure more easily
discernable. We assumed these structures were,
as before, due to the nonlinear coupling of the ar-
ray to itself, via the external Fabry-Perot cavity.
We also assumed that if we voltage biased the array
exactly at the minimum in dI/dV vs V, the array
would be on resonance.
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FIG. 4. Current-voltage charac-
teristics for two 5&& 5 square arrays
of nominally 1-mm Nb spheres. In-
set in (a) is a sectional view of the
array and array holder. The fre-
quencies and wavelengths listed in
(a) and (b) are calculated on the
single-f requency argument. Mean-
sphere diameter for array (a),
1.003 mm; for array (b), 1.029 mm.
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FIG. 5. Derivative curve for a planar array of 1-mm
tin spheres placed centrally in a Fabry-Perot cavity.
The array was 10 spheres wide and 14 spheres deep (be-
tween the electrodes). The sharp dip in the curve at
40 mV is the start of the 3-V minimum.

On our previous reasoning, if all the junctions in

the array are coupled to a single cavity mode, the
correlation energy across the array and the photon

density in the cavity will go as M, where M is the
number of junctions in the array. Since the arrays
showed simple-harmonic and subharmonic struc-
ture in their current-voltage characteristics, we

assumed that each shouldered peak reflected the
interaction of the whole array with a single cavity
mode. On resonance, i. e. , at the minimum in dI/
dV vs V, the radiation emitted by the array into
the cavity should be a maximum. If the structure
in I vs V is due to radiative feedback then moving
the cavity off resonance by changing the distance
between the mirrors should decrease the magnitude
of the structure. We would expect the minimum in
dI/dV vs V to become shallower as the array moved

off resonance. It occurred to us that the array-
cavity system would act as its own crude Fourier
transform spectrometer if, at fixed bias voltage,
the differential conductance dI/d V was monitored
as a function of mirror spacing.

If the array is simply driven by the cavity and

has no preferred resonant frequencies of its own,
we should expect to see no periodic changes in dI/
dV as a function of mirror spacing. The array-
cavity system would be at resonance for all mirror
spacings and we would expect to observe a shift in
the self-induced structure toward lower voltages
as the mirrors were moved apart, together with a
slow decrease in (dI/d V)»= v „as the mirror spac-
ing and the Q of the cavity increased. 4 However,
if the array does have preferred frequencies then
changing the mirror spacing will change the cou-

pling between the array and cavity very signifi-
cantly.

According to Richards4' the spectral response of
a single resonant junction is broad for small values
of the junction-cavity coupling constant F (at I'= 1,
the response is Lorentzian) but peaks very sharply
in the range 2. 0&I'&2. 9. Since an array, if it is
in the correlated state, will behave essentially as
a single junction its response should be similar to
that predicted by Richards. On this model (dI/
dV)v=v r, should decrease very sharply when the
mirror spacing is close to the resonant condition,
i.e. , when I' is a maximum. In between reso-
nances dI/d V should change relatively slowly with

mirror spacing.
In practice, a close-packed planar array of 1-

mm tin spheres was mounted in a PTFE holder and

placed centrally between the mirrors of a Fabry-
Perot resonator. The two mirrors were each 1
cm . The metal mirrors were gold plated to im-
prove the surface conductivity. The arrangement
of the cavity is depicted schematically in Fig. 6.
As much as possible of the material surrounding
the array was made of PTFE to avoid unintentional
resonant structures. The mirror spacing of the
Fabry-Perot could be changed from outside the
cryostat by means of a drive shaft and gear sys-
tem. The latter was coupled to a ten-turn helipot
so that the voltage output from the helipot was pro-
portional to the separation of the mirrors. The re-
sistance of the array was set at room temperature.

The technique then adopted to search for radia-
tion emitted from the superconducting array (T- 1

K) was to carry out a dI/dV-vs-V sweep and pause
within one of the minima corresponding to a
shouldered peak in I vs V. The pause facility on

the derivative plotter allowed us to fix the voltage
bias for periods ~30 min for a total drift of only a
few microvolts. The differential conductance of the
array, at fixed bias voltage, was then plotted as a
function of mirror spacing.

On the constant voltage mode (i. e. , dl/dV vs V),

elect rodescrew adju s ta b I e
lmechanism
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array
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FIG. 6. Photograph and sectional drawing of the
Fabry-Perot system used in the radiation-detection ex-
periments.
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FIG. 7. Variation of dynamic conductance at fixed-

biased voltage with mirror spacing for a 1-cm2 array
of 1-mm Sn spheres. Left-hand side shows mirror
scans for the various bias positions A to E on the right-
hand dI/dV-vs-V curve. The dynamic conductance is
measured by applying a small ac voltage modulation at
fixed dc voltage bias and synchronously detecting the ac
signal produced (Ref. 41).

the source impedance of the derivative plotted was
approximately 3 mQ for specimen resistances
down to 1 A. The ac voltage modulation used in
most of these experiments was 50- p.V peak to peak.
With a source impendance - 3 mA, we were there-
fore fairly confident of maintaining constant voltage
bias within the range of the voltage modulation,
for relatively large changes in the differential slope
resistance. If the array response peaks sharply
at resonance (as discussed above) the plot of (dI/
dV)v„versus mirror spacing should show a series
of sharp minima, where V„ is the bias voltage at
which the shouldered peak is observed. Each mini-
mum corresponds to the resonant condition. Re-
cently, this technique of self-detection has been
used by Ulrich and Kluth~ to observe radiation
emitted by a single point-contact junction situated
in a resonant cavity.

Periodic variations in the dynamic conductance
of the array, at fixed bias voltages, were indeed
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FIG. 8. Fourier transform of array interferogram
shown in inset. This transform reveals that the radia-
tion emitted by the array peaks sharply at 1.1 and 0.56
nm. Subharmonic structure, which is not well resolved
can be seen below 10 cm

observed, but only in the region of the shouldered
peaks in I vs V, i.e. , the minima indI/dV vs V.
The results have already been discussed in an
earlier paper. Recently, Gregory and his co-
workers have confirmed these findings.

When the mirrors of the Fabry-Perot were very
close together (- 3 mm), periodicities as small as
100 p, m were often seen. This was particularly
noticeable when the array was voltage biased at the
edges of a negative peak in dI/dV vs V, as illus-
trated in Fig. 7.

Since the spacing plot is a Fourier transform of
the power spectrum of the emitted radiation,
Fourier transforming this plot should provide at
least an approximate spectrum of the radiation
emitted from the array. Figure 8 shows the result
of Fourier transforming a typical interferogram.
As can be seen, the transform peaks very sharply
at 1. 1 and 0. 56 mm, corresponding to the funda-
mental and second harmonic of the emitted radia-
tion.

Generally, we found that only the fundamental and
harmonic peaks varied in amplitude periodically,
although Repici et al. ~~ find that the subharmonic
structure also shows this behavior. The dominant
period in Fig. S is 1.16 mm, which, we assume,
corresponds to the wavelength of the self-detected
radiation. In other arrays, a dominant period
close to 1 mm was regularly observed. The sub-
harmonic minima showed changes in amplitude with
change of mirror spacing, but usually no periodi-
city was apparent.
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FIG. 9. Result of a mirror scan on the dynamic con-
ductance at a fixed-bias voltage of 3 mV with the array
at 77 K. The sensitivity on the conductance scale is 500
times greater than for the mirror scan in Fig. 8.

We could measure changes of differential resis-
tance on our derivative plotter, and so mere able to
observe the change in the power drawn by the array
from the voltage source as the differential conduc-
tance changed. In Fig. 8 the greatest V (l/R,
—i/Rz) power difference between the maxima and
the minima is -10 ' W. This close-packed array
was 10 spheres wide by approximately 10 deep.
If we take the number of active contacts M between
the electrodes to be 100, and we assume a power
output per junction - 10 10 W, then the total
"uncorrelated" power output should be -10 8-10 7

W. If, however, on resonance the array is in the
correlated state, Tilley's argument2' tells us that
the power fed into the cavity (and stored in the
common photon field) should go as M . On this
basis, a correlated array -100 junctions should
produce -10 6-10 W of radiation. Since it is dif-
ficult to see where the V~/R power difference be-
tween the maxima and minima should go but into the
cavity, we take this 10 W as a reasonable order
to magnitude value for the radiated power.

The maximum mirror spacing which could be
accommodated in this system was just over 28 mm.
After completing a full scan (usually from an ini-
tial 4-5 mm out to 28 mm and back again), it was
found that although the amplitudes of the negative
peaks in dI/dV vs V might have changed somewhat,
their positions in voltage had not. Since the screw
mechanism for the mirrors had some degree of
backlash, this change in amplitude is not surpris-
ing. The backlash did not, however, affect the ac-
curacy of the measurement on the outward or in-
ward scan, taken separately.

It appeared that mirror scans could be made
without disturbing to any noticeable extent the pat-
tern of contacts within the sphere array. However,
it mas felt necessary to double check that the
periodicity in (dI/dV)„„versus mirror spacing

was not caused by some periodic mechanical move-
ment-for example, the whole array holder-cavity
system could be flexed periodically by the rotation
of the drive shaft. If the flexion caused the pres-
sure between the contacts to change this could lead
to periodic changes in the current passing through
the array. This explanation of the observed peri-
odicity in (dI/dV)v„seemed very unlikely since
there was no sign of such periodicity away from
the negative peak regions in dI/dV vs V. How-

ever, if these negative peaks are, in fact, some
kind of cavity-induced effect, it is conceivable that
their amplitudes will vary in a very nonlinear way
as a function of contact pressure (i.e. , array cur-
rent).

We decided to look for possible mechanically in-
duced periodicities in a normal array but at greatly
increased sensitivity. In Fig. 9 can be seen
some of the results obtained for a normal array of
1-mm tin spheres at 77 K. The amplification is a
factor of 500 times that used for the scan in Fig.
8. As can be seen, there is some small drift in
dI/dV with mirror spacing, but no hint of periodi-
city. The same negative result was obtained for
all applied voltages out to the maximum bias volt-
age possible on the derivative plotter (-30 mV).
We concluded, therefore, that mechanical rnove-
ments were not responsible for the observed peri-
odicity in dI/dV as a function of mirror spacing.
The only reasonable explanation remaining was that
we were indeed observing the effects of electro-
magnetic radiation, emitted coherently from the
array.

If in the region of the shouldered peaks in I vs V
the array is "correlated" through the nonlinear in-
teraction with its own radiation field, the correla-
tion energy will be a maximum when the radiative
feedback is optimized.

An array of weak-link oscillators has certain
antenna properties which should affect its interac-
tion with the Fabry-Perot system quite markedly.
Judged as a stacked broadside array of in-phase
dipoles" situated in a Fabry-Perot cavity, the ar-
ray will have a maximum forward power gain for
emission of radiation when the dipole spacing d is
of the order of one-half the wavelength A. of the radia-
tion. Conversely, the maximum radiative feed-
back from the cavity to the array will also occur
when X- 2d. For 1-mm-diam spheres arranged to
form a close-packed array, X should be close to
1 mm. This antenna argument looks to be the most
likely explanation of our results. The operating
wavelength would then be decided by the spatial
periodicity of the array and not by the external
resonator. If this is true, it should be possible to
select the operating frequency of the array simply
by changing the dipole spacing, viz. , the sphere
diameter. However, we experienced considerable
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difficulties in preparing planar arrays of even 1-
mm spheres so we did not attempt to move to
smaller sphere diameters. These problems be-
come rather trivial in microbridge arrays pre-
pared photographically. The real problem is then
to make good weak-link microbridges. In the
special case where an external cavity is tightly
coupledtothe array, for example, when the mirrors
of the Fabry-Perot are very close together, or in
the transmitter-detector experiments referred to
in Sec. V, the cavity may determine the operating
frequency of the array.

Certain properties of the tin arrays we looked at
suggest some kind of link up with the Riedel-
Werthamer singularity4' in the Josephson cur-
rent at V= 2b/e. First, for most of the arrays
the fundamental conductance minimum in a given
harmonic and subharmonic series occurs at a bias
voltage very close to M2a/e, where M is the num-

ber of junctions in series across the array between
the electrodes. Second, the voltages at which the
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FIG. 11. Curves show the manner in which the dynam-
ic conductance minima listed A to E in Fig. 10 vary
their position in voltage as a function of temperature.
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FIG. 10. Dynamic conductance curves for a 1-cm
array of 1-mm Sn spheres showing shift in the dynamic
conductance minima to higher voltages as the tempera-
ture is decreased. Maximum scan voltage for this array
resistance was about 40 mV.

minima occur vary with temperature in a manner
analogous to the energy gap in the BCS theory. 4'

Figure 10 shows a set of derivative curves for a
tin array approximately 1 cm in area, taken at
various temperatures below To(Sn). Clearly, the
minima move out in voltage as the temperature is
reduced below the transition temperature of tin
(3. 72 K)." Figure 11 shows the voltages at which
some of the minima occur, plotted as a function of
reduced temperature. The BCS plot of b, (T)/6(0)
vs T/T, is also included in the Fig. 11. Repici
et al. have also observed similar behavior.

If there is a connection, we may be observing
images of the Riedel-Werthamer singularity at
voltages 2b/me, where m is an integer (and, of
course, at the harmonically related voltages
n2&/e). The free-space wavelength corresponding
to the Josephson frequen. cy at the tin gap voltage
26(0)a,= 1. 1 meV is 0. 56 mm, so invoking the
Riedel-Werthamer mechanism we are observing
the fundamental and first subharmonic of the Riedel
frequency, at equivalent free-space wavelengths of
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Typically, array resistances were in the range
1-8 A.

Following Grimes ef gl.+ we current biased our
detector array into the middle of the high-differ-
ential resistance region. Under these operating
conditions we assumed that the array was acting as
a broadband detector. Figure 13 shows the ob-
served voltage changes at constant bias current
amplified by a conventional dc amplifier, and
plotted against the transmitter bias voltage. Also
shown are the I and dI/dV vs V-ch-aracteristics of
the transmitter axxay. I vs V was plotted using a
high-impedance current source. In the transmit-
ter-detector experiment, however, the transmit-
ter array was fed from a voltage source with an
output impedance approximately a few mQ for ar-
ray resistances down to 1 A. Both the derivative
curve and I vs V indicate that appreciable power is
radiated only when the transmitter array is biased
into the region of a shouldered peak (current bump)
in Ivs V. Insofar as we can assume that the de-
tector has a broad-band response, it seems rea-
sonable to identify these shouldered peaks with cav-
ity resonances of the system. The correlation be-
tween the current bumps in the I-vs-V curve and
the peaks in the detector response seems to be

C
L
V'
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FIG. 13. Detector response as a function of trans-
mitter voltage for a double-array system of 1-mm Sn
spheres. Also shown are I vs V and dI/dV vs V of the
transmitter. The detector is still responding weakly at
70 mV.

good. The detector is still responding weakly at
about 70 mV, so assuming the transmitter is in
the "correlated" state, it appears on the single-
frequency argument that the transmitter is radiat-
ing at least up to 3500 GHz.

We can get some idea of the power radiated by

the transmitter array if we assume that the zero-
voltage supercurrent has a Bessel-function depen-
dence4~ of the form

I ~ = IgZg(2eva/ko),

where eJp ls the zero-order Bessel function and zo
and ~ are, respectively, the amplitude and fre-
quency of the incident ac. The observed depres-
sion of I~ =20%. This allows us to estimate vz.
The incident power is then given by go/(array im-
pedance). If we take this impedance to be - 1 0 and

~ —-300 GHz, as seems reasonable on the single-
frequency argument for the large response at V~
= 14 mV in Fig. 13, the maximum power detected
by the array is -2x10 ~ %'. On the single-fre-
quency argument the detected power for the re-
sponse peak at about 1V mV is of the same order.
Using 1-mm niobium-sphere arrays in such trans-
mitter-detector experiments, a maximum detected
power - 2 & 10 6 % was recorded. The detector
response was checked as a function of transmitter
voltage with the voltage leads connected to a 1-Q
resistor instead of the transmitter array. The re-
sponse of the detector array was flat over the en-
tire transmitter voltage range. Also the trans-
mitter-detector experiments were tried above

T,(Sn), at 4.2 K. The response of the detector was

once again flat over the whole range of the trans-
mitter voltage.

Some of the structure observed in the current-
voltage curve in Fig. 13 was repeated, at the same
bias voltage, in the characteristics of almost all
the arrays, both tin and niobium, we looked at.
For example, the shouldered peak close to 2 mV
was observed in most array characteristcs in the
double-array experiments. Figure 14 shows in
more detail. the I-vs-V curve of the double-array
system discussed in Fig. 13. The transmitter is
clearly emitting radiation in this voltage region
and appears to show a peak output at 2 mV (ar-
rowed).

In some of the transmitter-detector experiments
involving 1-mm niobium-sphere arrays, the cou-
pling between the two axrays was strong enough to
induce a constant current voltage step in the vol-
tage-current step in the current-voltage character-
istic of the detector array, at least over a certain
range of transmitter bias current. Figure 15
shows such an induced current step. The step
voltage is 1.96 mV. Both the transmitter and de-
tector current-voltage characteristics displayed
shouldered peaks close to 2-mV bias voltage. On
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bias voltage m

0 2 4 6

FIG. 14. Detail of detector response curve of Fig. 14
at low transmitter voltages. Also shown is I vs V for
the transmitter array. The transmitter is clearly emit-
ting radiation at around 2-mV transmitter bias (arrowed).

the single-frequency argument a step voltage of
1.96 mV means a frequency of 94.7 GHz or X.„„
= 3.17 mm for 10 contacts across the array. This
wavelength is close to the separation distance be-
tween the two planes of point-contact junctions.

In a few of our experiments on double arrays
extremely pronounced structure was observed in
the I-vs- V characteristics of the arrays. The
curve (a) in Fig. 16 is a particularly fine example.
This low-voltage structure, which was plotted us-
ing a high-impedance current source, is very simi-
lar to the "Fiske" mode steps seen for thin-film
Josephson tunnel junctions. Curve (b) of Fig. 16
shows our attempt to subtract the electrode contact
resistance voltage. As can be seen, the first self-
induced step is almost vertical. The 2-mV step,

which is cut short in Fig. 16, is shown arrowed,
as are possible subharmonics of this step. Simi-
lar, almost constant-voltage current steps were
frequently observed in the I-vs- V characteristics
of three-dimensional sphere arrays.

Figures 17 and 18 show the characteristic of
Fig. 16 extended to higher voltages. With the elec-
trode contact resistance voltage subtracted, further
step structure is seen at 4.275, 13.13, 26. 48, and
40. 92 mV. These steps appear to form a harmon-
ic-subharmonic series centered on the 13.13-mV
step. On the single-frequency argument, the step
at 40.92 mV implies that the array is still emitting
radiation at a frequency of 2000 GHz. If the single-
frequency argument is not invoked, and this step
pattern is assumed due to the interaction of one
junction with its surrounding cavity environment,
extremely high operating frequencies must be pro-
posed, in the range 20000-35000 GHz.

In curves (a} and (b} of Fig. 17 the narrow-band"
response4 "of the detector array is plotted for

2.02pV
(b) Q
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FIG. 15. Current-voltage curves for a 1-cm detector
array of 1-mm Nb spheres. As the transmitter voltage
Vz (or current) is increased the small zero-voltage super-
current is suppressed completely and the resonance
structure close to 2 mV is stabilized as a constant-
voltage current step.

bias voltage V
I ) I t I

0 p.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
FIG. 16. (a) Pronounced structure in the current-

voltage characteristic of a 1-cm array of 1-mm Sn
spheres used in transmitter-detector experiments. Curve
(b) shows the attempt to subtract the contact-resistance
voltage.
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FIG. 17. I-vs-V curve in Fig. 16 extended to higher
voltages. The "narrow-band" response of the detector
array is also included; (a) and (b) refer to the two voltage
biases chosen for the detector array. The detector deriv-
ative curve is shown inset. On some transmitter cur-
rent steps the detector response was so strong that it
tended to change discontinuously. Where this has occurred
the response is shown with a break or as a dashed line.

the detector voltage biased into minima in its dI/
d V-vs- V characteristic. The bias points are
marked (a) and (b) in the detector-derivative-curve
inset. Curve (b) appears to justify our assumption
that the structure is I vs V is cavity induced. The
response is particularly strong at the 2.02 and
4. 2'V5-mV steps.

VI. INTERACTION OF POINT-CONTACT JUNCTION ARRAY
WITH MICROWAVE FIELD

rent steps at voltages given by nfau/2e, where &o

is the microwave frequency and n=0, 1, 2, ... .
These steps, which provide a good qualitative test
for the presence of ac Josephson currents, change
in amplitude with the microwave voltage go as the
Bessel functions Jp(2evp/K~), Jt(2evp/eau), Jp(2evp/
%u), ... , etc. If it is possible to synchronize a
complete weak-link array by means of an external
microwave field, constant-voltage current steps
should be seen in the current-voltage characteris-
tic of the array at voltage intervals of MKu/2e.
M, as before, is the number of weak links across
the array between the electrodes. Under suitable
circumstances and at certain microwave power
levels synchronization was indeed observed, as
has already been reported briefly. ~4 Also, if the
array is truly in the single-frequency condition,
and the critical current of the array is suitably
adjusted, the various orders of the microwave-in-
duced current steps should change in amplitude
with vp as would a single weak link, viz. , as
Jg(2evp/Ku), J't(2evp/Ku), Jp(2evp/Ku), . .. , etc.

The obvious way to perform the experiment is to
place a planar array in a waveguide and look for
"correlated" current steps as the microwave poWer
is increased. We required waveguides sufficiently
large in section to ensure that a small array of
1-mm spheres placed in the guide would not dis-
turb the field patterns unduly. We chose to investi-
gate 5& 5 arrays of 1-mm-diam niobium spheres
centrally positioned in a 3-cm (-10-GHz) wave-
guide. We expected the 3-cm wave to be single
moded (in the Htp transverse electric mode) until
relatively close to the array (-1 cm). Ideally, we
wanted the electric field vector to be aligned across

In Secs. I and IV we yresented theoretical argu-
ments to justify the idea that an array of weak
links, biased into the region of a cavity-induced
peak in its current-voltage characteristic, oscil-
lates predominantly at a single frequency wo. In
this condition we postulated that the voltage drops
across the array would be equal to the Josephson
value Sup/2e, or some multiple mtu/2e, or sub-
multiple Pkop/m 2e Collecti. ve synchronization of
a weak-link array by means of an externally applied
microwave field should also be possible. The ex-
perimental results presented below indicate that
such a synchronization process is feasible and that,
once again, on a collectively driven constant-volt-
age current step, the array is in the single-fre-
quency condition, with the voltage drop at each
weak link across the array being the same.

It is now extremely well established that applied
microwave fields can frequency modulate the
ac currents in a Josephson weak link biased at non-
zero voltages. The outcome of the modulation
process is the appearance of constant-voltage cur-

8-

5-

3-

2-

BIAS VOLTAGE mV

0 2' 4 6 Ip 15 1 2 14 16 18 2b 22 24 26 2b

FIG. 18. Current-voltage characteristic of Figs. 16
and 18 extended to higher voltages. Corrected step
voltages (with electrode contact-resistance voltage sub-
tracted) denoted by broken arrows. Steps appear to form
a harmonic-subharmonic series centered on 13.13 mV
(635 GHz, or a free-space wavelength of 0.473 mm on
the single-frequency argument for 10 contacts across the
array) .
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FIG. 19. Schematic of array mounting structure and
pressure adjustment system used in microwave experi-
ments on 5 x 5 square array of 1-mm Nb spheres.

the array at right angles to the plane parallel elec-
trodes. As it turned out the obstruction caused by
the array plus electrodes plus array holder did not
seem too great. With a short-circuit plunger
mounted below the array system, we measured
standing-wave ratios ~ 50 as the short circuit was
moved towards the array.

Though conveniently small in area, such arrays
were able to demonstrate correlation effects over
a reasonable number of weak-link contacts, i.e.,
four weak links across the array between the elec-
trodes. The arrays were either close packed or
square, the change over being rather easy to
achieve with such small arrays. In any one array
we were able to select the diameters of the spheres
to be within 5 p,m of each other.

The array was mounted in an Epibond tray closed
at both ends by plane paranel electrodes. These
brass electrodes were either superfinished and then
gold plated, or were tin plated to a depth of about
1 mm. The tin was then superfinished to produce
a very flat face on the electrode. Niobium elec-
trodes were also tried. These wexe always ex-
tremely difficult to machine to be exactly plane
and parallel when situated in the array holder.
The array holder was completed by means of a, 1-
mm-thick quartz window and the whole system was

placed in an X-band waveguide.
The pressure on the array, and hence its resis-

tance, could be varied by means of an externally
controlled differential screw mechanism. Vfith

external gearing one turn of the (external) control
knob was translated into a linear movement of a
few microns. The resistance of the array (i. e. ,
in the resistive state at a few millivolts bias) was
usually set at about 1 0 at 4.2 K. The array and
array holder are shown in Fig. 19. A short-circuit
plunger was mounted behind the array at f. of a
guide wavelength (corresponding to the operating
frequency) in an attempt to maximize the E field
at the array.

Microwave power was generated by a Philips re-
flex klystron (type 2K25) with a maximum power
output of & 20 mW at -9 GHz. Modulation of the
mtcrowaves (up to 90%) was provided by a PIN Di-
ode (Philips PM V025X) mounted in a section of the
waveguide system preceding the calibrated atten-
uators. A Hewlett-Packard model No. 432A power
meter was used, in conjunction with a suitable
thermistor mount (X486A), to measure the micro-
wave power flowing through the system. The ex-
periments were performed in a screened room,
well filtered electrically from external distur-
bances. Considerable care was also taken to avoid
ground loops.

The array and lower end of the waveguide were
positioned well down in an open-ended mu-metal
can, 14 cm in diameter and 50 cm long. This can
was mounted in the interspace bebveen the nitro-
gen and helium Dewars. A weak magnetic field
could be applierf normal to the array by means of
a pair of Helmholtz coils situated in the nitrogen
bath and enclosed by the mu-metal can. The coils
were so placed that the array was central between
them. A similar mu-metal can, but much larger
(P = 80 cm, length = 100 cm), could be used to en-
close the whole lower end of the cryostat. With
both cans in position the axial field near the bottom
of the inner can was about 10 3 G.

Figure 20 shows a set of I-vs- V curves for a
jx 5 square array at various levels of rf power.
The steps are not truly vertical, presumably due
to the effects of external noise55 5~ on the high-
resistance (low-critical-current) array. However,
the Josephson relationship ~ = 2ez apparently still
holds if the voltage intervals are measured from
the midcurrent points of the steps. On this basis,
the voltage between steps as measure on the
-1-da curve is V3. 5+2. 4 JLLV, i.e. , close to
4%v/2e (@o/2e=18.92 gV for v=9. 15 GHz). Since
M, the number of possible weak-link contacts
across the array between the electrodes equals 4,
it does appear that the whole array is being forced
to synchronize with the microwave field. We have
discounted weak-link contacts parallel to the elec-
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of lumped components, we would expect the criti-
cal parameter to become 4(Ku/2e)R ~ID~. For the
data presented in Fig. 20, we find that %u/2e
=18.92 pV, R, ~ =2. 5, and I~=12 pA, giving
4(Ko/2e)R ~ID~ —-2.4.

The zero-voltage supercurrent step appears to
show a small increase in amplitude (- 5%) at low
levels of microwave power. Small superconducting
bridges often show similar behavior, the so-called
Dayem (or Wyatt)' effect, over a limited range of
temperature.

Curves displaying constant-voltage current steps
are usually plotted by current feeding the junction
or array of junctions. Consequently, it is perfect-
ly proper to plot the first derivative d V/dI vs V,
since this function is obtained by using a constant
current sweep. The current steps in I vs V show

up as sharp minima in dV/dI vs V. Figure 22
shows such a derivative curve for a single Nb-Nb

-7 ar8 Nb

y off
8 phag

4@K
-i I ,15GHz

&2e- 1$,92@V

02 0 (g ~ BIAs( '4

FIG. 20. Set of I-vs-V curves for a 5 ~ 5 square array
of 1-mm Nb spheres at various levels of microwave

power.
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trodes, i.e. , normal to the E field of the domi-
nant H~~ (transverse electric) mode in the rectangu-
lar waveguide.

Although the step amplitudes for the curves in
Fig. 20 are not very large, we attempted to deter-
mine their dependence on rf voltage. Figure 21
shows the results obtained. As can be seen, the
step amplitudes go through a series of maxima in
a manner analogous to a single point-contact junc-
tion. The sharp drop to zero amplitude on the n
= 1 curve just beyond the first minimum coincides
with the movement of a microwave power-depen-
dent current bump through the g = 1 step. Recent
analog studies of simple equivalent circuits rep-
resenting a single Josephson weak link driven by
an external microwave field indicate that good
Bessel behavior for the microwave-induced steps
will occur only when the parameter (Ko/
2e)R I~ ~ 1, where & is the frequency of the mi-
crowave signal, R is the parallel resistance, and

Io is the maximum zero-voltage supercurrent.
If a correlated array of four weak links in series
(our 5X 5 array) can be similarly treated in terms

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

$(4~
n~2 STEP

03.
D

e

N-g
'

) '0'5'4'h'h'V'8'4
q(v)»3 STEP

4O'i'2'3'k'h'6'~'4'4
gf VOLTAGE

FIG. 21. Plots of step amplitude vs rf voltage for the
steps n=0-3. The Bessel functions Jp(v) to J3(v) are
shown as full curves. The matching points for the four
sets of data are shown ringed and marked by double ar-
rows. The estimated positions of the minima in the ex-
perimental curves are marked by arrows. Unity on the
voltage axis =1 && 10 V/cm at the array.
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levels (-2 mW) over 100 correlated steps were
counted. A tyyical derivative curve for high input
powers is shown in Fig. 25.

One noticeable feature of these curves is that„
unlike those for the square array, the first (n= 1)
correlated step is missing. This is shown very
clearly in Fig. 26. Presumably, the may the ar-
ray couples to the microwave field at lom power
levels depends on the geometry of the array. Cer-
tain geometries (viz. , the square array) may be
favored over others in forming a correlated state
for weak synchronizing fields.

Obviously, no fully correlated steps mill be ob-
served at bias voltages & Mfiap/2e. However, what
happens in the voltage interval 0 & V& M~/2s pre-
sumably depends on the strength of the coupling of
the individual junctions to the microwave field.
At lom power levels only one junction appears to
be active in this voltage range since the minima are

appiied voltage yV
I I I I I I I I-400 -300 -200 %00 0 100 200 300 400

FIG. 22. Plot of dV/dE vs V for a single Nb-Nb point-
contact junction exposed to 33.85-GHz radiation.

point contact exposed to 33.85-6Hz radiation. The
~=0 zero-voltage suyercurrent step is cut off
dehberately.

"Correlated" steps mere also seen in the I-vs- V
characteristics of close-packed arrays. Once
again M=4. Since more detail could be obtained
from the derivative curve, we plotted dV/dIvs V
at various rf power levels. Some of these deriva-
tive curves are presented in Fig. 23. The sharp
minimum at V=O corresponds to the zero-voltage
supercurrent of the array (Ivs V is inset in Fig.
23). Higher-voltage structure in the derivative
curve at zero microwave power (see the —55-dB
curve in Fig. 28) is presumably due to the inter-
action of the array with its cavity environment,
such as it is. As the microwave pomer mas in-
creased this structure mas suppressed. The num-
ber of correlated steps can clearly be seen to in-
crease as the microwave power is built up. The
voltage interval between these steps is accurately
4%v/2e= 76 pV for a microwave frequency of 9.1
0Hz (equivalent to a Josephson voltage 8'&o/2e

=19 ILV). This is clearly demonstrated in Fig.
24 mhieh shows the initial buildup of the correlated
steps at low rf power levels. At the highest power

I ~ I ' I ~ I ' I ~ I ~ I & I ' I I I ~ I
-&200 -800 -400 0 400 800 )200 l600

IAS VOLTAO& P~

FIG. 23. Derivative curves for a close-packed (5 x 5)
array of 1-mm Nb spheres at various levels of rf powex.
The minima in dV/dl vs V correspond to the current steps
in I vs V. The junction I-vs-V curve at zero microwave
power is shown inset.
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spaced at regular 20-pV intervals. The voltage-
dependent transition from the uncorrelated to the
correlated state can conceivably be though of as a
phase transition. At higher power levels three
junctions seem to be coupled together in this criti-
cal region. Certainly, synchronization of the
whole array is not complete until bias voltages well
in excess of MRg/2e are reached. For compari-
son we present in Fig. 27 derivative curves for a
close-packed array showing less than full correla-
tion. The same fad/2e voltage spacing is seen be-
tween steps close to zero bias voltage. At higher
voltages, partially correlated steps are induced,
i.e. , V= 3R&o/2e. Figure 28(a) shows the I-vs- V

characteristics of an even more weakly correlated
square array, where V=2~/2e. For very infer-
ior arrays just one weak link (or row of links)
could be active. This is illustrated in Fig. 28(b)
for a 5x5 square array.

From the evidence of the curves in Figs. 20,
23, 27, and 28, it seems certain that for particular
ranges of microwave power and bias voltage, a
perfect two-dimensional point-contact array can be
driven into synchronization by an external micro-
wave field. By perfect, we mean an array which

by some route has four weak links available across

%=9.186Hz.
~V/ =19pV

Nb CLOSE'-PACKED ARRAY
(1mm SPHERES)

l I I
&

I
& i ~ l ' I

p 20O ~ 60Q BIAS
VOLTAGE pV

FIG. 24. Initial buildup of correlated steps at low

rf power levels. Curve (B) was taken at -38-dB attenua-
tion.

the array between the electrodes. Probably, the
same will be true of one- and three-dimensional ar-
rays, provided good coupling can be arranged be-
tween the array and the microwave field.

At any given power the synchronizing effect of
the microwave field might be expected to weaken
for the highest-order steps since these involve g th
order processes. That is to say, z photons at fre-
quency & mix with an ac Josephson current at fre-
quency neo to produce a current step at voltage
nkvd/2e. We appear to have seen the effect of the
weakening of the correlation across the array. In

Fig. 29 there is a sudden change of step interval at
large bias voltages from 76 to 57 pV. As the mi-
crowave power increased so the number of fully
correlated steps increased; the "transition" region
moved to higher bias voltages. At certain micro-
wave power levels some of the derivative curves
for the close-packed array of Fig. 23 showed
transitions 4-3-2-1%v/2e as the bias voltage
was increased.

We also tried this synchronization with 4-mm
radiation. The 4-mm system was coupled to the 3-
cm cryostat waveguide by means of a 4-mm to 3-
cm rectangular cross-section waveguide transi-
tion. Obviously, the 4-mm wave was multimoded
in the oversized 3-cm guide. We might, there-
fore, expect a rather complicated interaction be-
tween the microwave field and the array. This was
found to be the case.

Figure 30 shows structure induced in the d V/dI-
vs-V curve of a 5&&5 close-packed array of 1-mm
niobium spheres (the derivative results in Figs.
23-26 are for the same array). There is a great
wealth of detail at low bias voltages. Presumably,
each mode can interact with the array separately.
However, at higher voltages and over a restricted
range of microwave power, the derivative curves
appear to indicate full correlation across the array
with a voltage interval between minima of 600 pV
(i. e. , almost exactly 4Fao/2e=582 pV for v=70. 3
6Hz). It seems reasonable to assume that the
strength of the coupling of the array to the 4-mm
radiation field depends on the particular mode in-
volved. For high-order steps, where n photons
were involved, it may be that the mode best cou-

start

continue

step 85

0 1.0 2.0 3.0
applied voltage pV

4.0 aO

step 85

11.18
mV

FIG. 25. Derivative curve for the
array of Figs. 23 and 24 taken to
high bias voltages. Microwave in-
put power -2 mW. For bias volt-
ages &1 mV the array shows com-
plex switching behavior between the
fully correlated state (V= 4Sco/2e)
to the partially correlated state
(V= 3Scu/2e) . Microwave-induced
structure extends to at least 11 mV.
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FIG. 29. Correlated steps for
the close-packed array of Fig. 23
at relatively high rf power levels.
Full correlation appears to break
down on the high-order steps (at
V~~-1350 p,V).
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With the microwave modulation turned on, the
bias current through the array was swept slowly
and the ac voltage developed across the array was
detected with a PAR lock-in amplifier, model No.
HR-8. This was used in conjunction with PAR type-
B low-impedance preamplifier.

The rectified output from the PAR was plotted on
an X- Yplotter as a function of bias current. Fig-
ure 31 shows the amplifier output plotted against
bias current for a 5&5 square array of 1-mm Nb

spheres at a temperature of 4.2 K. The array is
swept from negative to positive polarity which ac-
counts for the change in sign of the output on pass-
ing through the origin. Peaks (a) of Fig. 81 corre-
spond to the maximum zero-voltage supercurrent
flowing in the array. This is the broadband re-
sponse of Grimes et al. Between these two peaks
the X'- Y plotter is just recording the noise output
from the amplifier. The maximum signal-to-noise
ratio is -70 for a peak-to-peak input power of 3
&10 3 W. The structure beyond the zero-voltage
supercurrent peaks appears to be rather com-
plicated, but on cooling the array down to 2.45 K
this degenerates into just one peak, as shown in
Fig. 32. The signal to noise has improved to
about 600. Also included in Fig. 32 are the rele-
vant sections of the I-vs-V characteristics. The
very noticeable depression in the n =0 step caused
by the application of -3.5x10 W of microwave
power is accompanied by the decrease in ampli-
tude of what must be assumed to be a cavity-in-
du-ed bump in the characteristic. This is illus-
trated very well in Fig. 33, which shows how the
array response peak associated with the cavity-
induced structure changes sign with decreasing
microwave power.

Figure 33 shows the response curves for the ar-
ray at 1&&10 -W and 2 0&10 -W peak power. From
the latter curve with a voltage signal to noise of
10, an amplifier (CR) time constant of 8 sec, and
a 12-dB roll off on the PAR HR-8, the noise equiv-
alent power (NEP), i.e. , the microwave power
which will produce a signal from the amplifier
just equal to the noise signal, is found to be -1

x10-'4 W(Hz)~~~. We have assumed an amplifier
bandwidth of 2vCR (=18.85 Hz) in this calculation.
The response of a single junction biased onto the
n = 0 step should be inversely proportional to the
square of the microwave frequency. On the
single-frequency argument at A. =4 mm, the NEP
of this array should be - 5 x10 "W (Hz)' '. We
ignore any increase in response due to the Riedel-
Werthamer peak in the ac current amplitude. This
A. =4-mm estimate is the same as that quoted by
Grimes et al. ' for a single Nb-Nb point-contact
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FIG. 30. dV/dI-vs-V curves for the array of Fig. 23

at various levels of E-band microwave power. The ar-
rows 1-5 on the -15-dB curve are separated by 580 pV.
Pronounced minima at voltage intervals of 145 pV (= Ke/
2e) can be seen close to the voltage origin in the -20-dB
curve.
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junction. Figure 34 shows the change in the m=0
broadband response of the array for small values
of the microwave power.

FIG. 31. X-band microwave response of 5 x5 square
array of 1-mm Nb spheres as a function of bias current.
Peaks (a) correspond to the n= 0 zero-voltage supercur-
rent step.

OUTPUT FROM LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER
[AMPLIFIER TIME CONSTANT 3sec]

FIG. 33. X-band response of the Figs. 31 and 32
square array at very low microwave power levels. Es-
timated NEP&1X 10 4 W/(Hz)

In Ref. 61 de Bruyn Ouboter et al. have demon-
strated that a double point contact situated in a
coaxial cavity can be "tuned" by means of an ex-
ternally generated field. When the flux threading
the hole between the contacts is equal to an integral
number of flux quanta +4~, the supercurrents
through the individual contacts oscillate with the
same frequency and phase. Consequently, radia-
tion is emitted. However, when the flux is equal
to (n+ —,')@0, the supercurrent through the two con-
tacts oscillate with the same frequency but in op-
posite phase. The distance between the contacts
is much less than the wavelength of the radiation;
so with C = (n+ 2)40 the net emitted radiation is very
small. However, this experiment involved only
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FIG. 32. X-band response for the 5x 5 square array

of Fig. 31 at T=2.45 K. For convenience response
curve is shown shifted. The relevant section of the I-
vs-V curve is also included. With the electrode contact
resistance voltage subtracted the cavity-induced struc-
ture occurs at 127.5 pV (15.4 GHz on the single-frequency
argument) .

4 5 6
rf voltage
(arbitrary units)

FIG. 34. Change in the n= 0 zero-voltage supercur-
rent response (i.e. , in terms of voltage signal to noise)
as a function of rf voltage. Data taken from Figs. 32
and 33~
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two weak links in parallel (i.e. , feeding from two
bulk superconducting reservoirs of phase Q& and

4a).
Tilley ' has pointed out that in a correlated ar-

ray of weak links (one or two dimensional), the
phase difference across each link adjusts so that
the maximum power is radiated into the cavity.
If this reasoning is correct, external magnetic
fields should have little effect on cavity-induced
structure in the I-vs- V characteristics of planar
arrays.

To test this we current biased the array into the
center of the "cavity" response peak in Fig. 33.
A magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the
array could be generated by means of the Helm-
holtz pair already mentioned above. Figure 35
shows the result of plotting the PAR output as a
function of field. The sweep time was 5 min. Fig-
ure 35(b) shows the drift on the PAR output over
the same period of time with no magnetic field ap-
plied. It looks as if the "cavity" response is being
modulated with a period of about 30 p,G. This
modulation is very weak, curves (a) and (b) of Fig.
35 being taken at 100~ the amplification used in
Fig. 33 (the modulation is about /th of the peak
response).

The holes between the spheres in a square array
of 1-mm spheres have cross-section areas of ap-
proximately 0.25 mm . For a two-junction inter-
ferometer with this enclosed area the field peri-
odicity should be 10- G. For an m=5 junction in-
terferometer (see de Bruyn Onboter st al.e') and,
as before, an enclosed area for flux between con-

FIG. 35. (a) X-band response of square array biased
onto a cavity-induced step as a function of the magnetic
field generated by a Helmholtz pair. The field periodicity
eh& is 30.3 + 3.58 pG; for a hole area between the weak
links, =0.25 mm, ~=25 p, G. {b) Drift of the X-band
response over the same sweep time as in (a) but with the
current now applied to an external resistor instead of the
Helmholtz pair.
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FIG. 36. X-band response of a 5& 5 array of 1-mm
Nb spheres as a function of bias current. Rp refers to
the n= 0 zero-voltage supercurrent response, r~ is the
response from weak cavity-induced structure, and R~
is the response from strong self-induced structure.

tacts of 0.25 mm, the field periodicity should be
=2. Sx10-~ G. This is apparently what we ob-

serve. However, since this modulation is so small
compared to the size of the response peak, prob-
ably Tilley's phase-adjustment argument ~ is sub-
stantially correct.

It was not our intention to produce structure in
the array characteristics by making the arrays in-
teract with an external cavity. In fact, for the
microwave-induced current-step experiments we

would have preferred to have seen no self-induced
structure at all. However, excess current bumps
were observed in the characteristics of the arrays.
For example, the rather weak-induced structure
in curve (c) of Fig. 33 produces a large response at
microwave power levels -1x10 W. On one run
with a 5x5 square array, what we suspected to be
cavity-induced structure showed spectacular re-
sponse to microw aves.

Curve (a) in Fig. 36 shows the response curve of
the array as a function of the bias current at a micro
wave power of 5 &10 '4 W. In this measurement
the bias current was swept slowly from a very high-
impedance current source (-1000 MA impedance).
Unlike the previous response curves this one starts
out at zero current. The small peak marked Rp
corresponds to the n = 0 step. The current-voltage
characteristic is included to make this clear. The
large peak marked R, is the response peak re-
ferred to above. At this power level the signal-to-
noise ratio is about 100. The response curve at
the limit of attenuation available (2 x10 -W mi-
crowave power p. t.p. ) is shown in curve (b) of Fig.
36. The signal-to-noise ratio is here about 35.
If we were to work out an NEP on this figure, given
an amplifier time constant of 3 sec with a 12-dB
roll off, we would arrive at a value of 2. 5~10
W/(Hz)"'.

We are fairly confident that we were observing
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the response of a cavity-induced shouldered peak
because the response of this peak to lom yomer
micromaves is of opposite sign to the xesyonse
peak for the m=0 step. This is shown in Fig. 36
for various values of mieromave power. Strong
self-induced structure, although not as sharp as
the shouldered peak described above, was fre-
quently seen in the current-voltage characteristics
of these 5x 5 arrays. The above step corresponds
to the 31.4-GHz structure shomn in Fig. 4, after
a correction for the electrode contact-resistance
voltage has been made.

Tilley's theorya~ of correlated arrays introduces
the concept of the super-radiant state in which the
photon density in the cavity surrounding the array
is proyortional to the square of the number M of
weak links in the array. Since the common photon
field feeds back into the array, the amplitude of the
self-induced current peak at the cavity voltage
(V= Mkd, /2e) is presumably also proportional to
M . In narrow-band detection it is the height of
cavity-induced peak which is monitored We. sug-
gest that in arrays which are correlated the re-
sponse (i.e., the change in height) of the self-in-
duced peak at the cavity voltage will go as M'.
The number of weak Links across the array between
the electrodes is 20, therefore, M =400. Since
we do not know the field patterns (i.e. , the mode)
close to the array we should take the upper limit
for M as 40, the total number of weak links avail-
able in a perfect array. Hence, for a perfect ar-
ray me might expect 400& M & 1600. Richards and
SterIing~~ quote an NEP ~ 1x10 '4 W/(Hz) ~ for a
single Nb-Nb junction operating at a frequency of
about 200 GHz (V, = 400 gV). If we scale this val-
ue up by a factor of M, mithout concerning our-
selves with the Riedel-Werthamer singularity at
24/e [given that 400 gV«2b. (Nb)/e =3mV], ~ we
find an NEP in the range (1 —5)x 10 ' W/(Hz)"
This is eomyarable with the value calculated above
for the square array. We have, of course, as-
sumed t'he coupling of the radiation to both single
junction and array to be the same. Considerable
improvement in NEP may well be achieved by situ-
ating the array in a well-defined microwave cavity.
Also from the super-radiance argument, increasing
the number of weak links in the array should have
a marked effect on its narrow-band detection cap-
abilities.

In the above discussion we have assumed im-
plicitly that the array is coupled to the radiation
via the E field. However, an array of point con-
tacts can be regarded as a set of coupling loops.
It is conceivable, therefore, that the array would
prefer to couple to the 0 rather than the E compo-
nent of the electromagnetic field. A simple Jo-
sephson interfexometer, consisting of tmo weak
links in parallel, can, under suitable operating

conditions, attain a magnetic field sensitivity of
-10 ' G. A magnetometer of this sensitivity
should, according to Richards, 4~ have a micromave
power sensitivity, in the millimeter region of the
spectrum, of approximately 4x10 ~0 W/(Hz)~~~,
for a loop area equal to 1 mm~. In Ref. 63. de
Bruyn Ouboter et al. have derived an expression
for the maximum suyereurrent I which can pass
through an N-junction Joseyhson interferometer
with all the junctions equally spaced. They find
that if self-inductanees and mutual inductances of
the holes between the contacts are neglected, the
expression for I is of the form

sinNv4/40
sinvC/Co

where 4 is the flux threading each hole between
the contacts, and @0 is the flux quantum = hc/2e
=2.07x10 Gem .

The measurement of magnetic field 0 by a Jo-
seyhson interferometer consists of detecting the
change in I ~ as the field is varied. Obviously,
for an N-junction system the response dI /dH
is greatest on the domnmard slopes of the principal
maxima. . The response increases roughly as —,'¹
Mom a system of N Josephson junctions in parallel
is analogous to the N-slit diffraction grating in op-
tics or the linear array of N dipoles in antenna
theory. However, this analogy cannot be extended
to two dimensions; a two-dimensional array of
Josephson junctions will still have a response which
is proportional to ¹ This is in contrast to a
stacked broadside array of NxN dipoles mhere the
forward power gain is enhanced by a factor of N
over a single dipole.

For example, judged as a magnetometer, a 5x5
square array of L-mm niobium spheres should
have a microwave power sensitivity of - 1 X10 W/
(Hz) I . This order-of-magnitude calculation as-
sumes, of course, that the intrinsic noise in such
arrays is not the limiting factor. ~

VIII. CONCI. USIQNS

We have attempted in this work to offer experi-
mental proof of the existence of a "correlated"
state in arrays of point-contact Josephson junc-
tions. Thus the Fabry-Perot experiments de-
scribed in Sec. IV suggest very strongly that an ar-
ray, when voltage biased close to a, cavity reso-
nance frequency, can enter a single-frequency
state in mhich the voltage drops across all the junc-
tions in the array are equal. Homever, this
straightforward description of the mode of opera-
tion of our point-contact arrays is obviously not
comylete. The voltage at mhich self-induced struc-
ture in Ivs Voccurs is observed to increase as
the temperature is decreased belom the supereon-
ducting transition temperature of the array. The
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mechanism responsible for this shift is still a
matter for speculation. Additional qualitative sup-
port for this correlated state is provided by the
transmitter -detector experiments. Observed
power levels and upper-frequency limits seem dif-
ficult to account for without invoking the single-
frequency condition. We have, of course, been
helped very considerably in the interpretation of
our results by Tilley's theory of super-radiance '
in arrays of weak links.

Recently, Finnegan and Wahlsten~ have pro-
vided elegant proof of the super-radiant state in the
simplest possible array system —viz. , two tunnel-
oxide Josephson junctions connected in series.
Such coupled systems obviously hold promise as
low-power sources in the millimeter and submil-
limeter regions of the spectrum. Earlier experi-
ments on point-contact tin-sphere arrays, ' where
power-level changes -10 W were observed, indi-
cate that coupled arrays with milliwatt power out-
puts may eventually be realized. Microwave har-
monic conversion~ and parametric amplification
are obvious but potentially fruitful applications of
weak-link arrays.

The microwave experiments described in Sec.
VI demonstrate very convincingly that small arrays
at least can be driven into collective synchroniza-
tion by weak microwave fields. There now seems

to be some experimental evidence that such syn-
chronization is possible in large scale arrays of
weak links. One interesting feature of these mi-
crowave experiments which might repay further
study is the voltage-controlled phase transition
which appears to take place between the uncorre-
lated and correlated states.

Further work should obviously be directed to-
wards exploring the dc state of weak-link arrays,
particularly in the light of Rosenblatt's interesting
analogies26 with spin-ordered systems. In addi-
tion the narrow-band detection capabilities of weak-
link arrays have, as yet, only been superficially
investigated.
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Measurements are presented of the generalized Ginzburg-Landau parameter v,(T) and the bulk
upper-critical field H„(T) as a function of temperature T near the critical temperature in Pb, .2 Bi Tl„,
where x = 0.015, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15, and of H„(T}in Pb, „ In~, where y = 0.018, 0.53, 0.087, and 0.167.
These results, and previous measurements of ~2 in Pb-In by Farrell et al. , which are in disagreement with

weak-coupling theories are found to be in ageement with calculations by Eilenberger and Ambegaolar and

by Usadel which include both strong-coupling and electron-mean-free-path effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

We present in what follows measurements of the
generalized Ginzburg-Landau' 4 parameter Ka and

the upper-critical field II,& as a function of tem-
perature for some Pb alloys for which the elec-
tron-phonon coupling is too strong to be treated by
the weak-coupling extensions ' of the Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)5 theories. The measure-
ments are shown to be in general agreement with
xecent calculations, which include both strong-
coupling and electron-mean-free-path effects, by
Elienberger and Ambegaokar and by Usadel.

Elienberger and Ambegaokar have shown that
when calculating (dH,AT)r, the effects of strong-
coupling and of electron mean free path may be
factored. The strong-coupling factor does not de-
pend explicitly on the mean free path and is ex-
pressed in terms of the thermodynamic critical

field H, (T-T,) and the energy-gap parameter
b, (T - T,), which may be obtained from experi-
ment. Usadel. has shown a similar strong-
coupling factor exists for xz(T, ) in the dirty limit.

The Pb-Bi- Tl system was chosen for several
reasons: (a) Disordered substitutional alloys having
the Pb crystal structure exist over a wide range of
compositions, simplifying sample preparation. ;
(b) all the constituents have nearly the same mass
and, therefore, changes in the phonon spectrum and
electron-phonon coupling due to ionic-mass changes
should be minimized; (c) the Pbq 3„Bi,Tl, system
has a constant electron-to-atom ratio of 4, thus
creating a system of "artifical lead" with essential-
ly constant phonon spectrum and constant electron-
gas density, giving rise to a constant electron-
phonon coupling for the entire system; (d) tunnel-
ing measurements have been reported by Dynes
and Rowell for Pb& z„Bi„Tl„alloys.


